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2016 Featherlite Vantaré H3-45 S3 Celebration III  
Triple Slide Motorhome #2500 “Sterling” 

 

 
 
 
This impressive coach looks incredibly sleek in beautiful Jaguar Liquid Silver and AMG 
Mercedes Obsidian Black. It features full awnings on both sides of the coach with integrated 
LED patio lighting.  The underbay is outfitted with the ultimate entertainment center 
including 40” 4K LCD TV, refrigerator, icemaker, push-button liquor dispenser and built-in 
blender. 
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The dual front slide rooms offer a spacious and welcoming living area in the front of the 
coach. The Salon area is great for entertaining or just relaxing with richly upholstered 
custom furniture and a cinema-like 60” HDTV. 
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The Salon has a custom leather sofa that incorporates a comfortable queen size bed with an 
air mattress. The beautiful African Mahogany Onyx hardwood floors in herringbone pattern 
feature electric radiant heat to keep you comfortable on those chilly mornings. 
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The leather upholstered “L” dinette features electrically actuated table and seat that can 
easily be adjusted for comfort. The table is designed to be used as a coffee table in the 
“low” position and as a traditional dining table in the “high” position.  The seating base also 
has 3 drawers for storage. 
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The custom leather upholstered Parsons style desk and Lafer chair are both stylish and 
functional. 
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The Galley is located in the patio side slide room, and is well equipped and thoughtfully 
designed. Lots of countertop space, a large sink, dishwasher, 2-burner cooktop, and Viking 
microwave convection oven are a gourmet’s delight. The Galley also features pull-out 
pantry sections and our exclusive automatic drawer locking system – keeping the drawers 
and pantries securely closed while the coach is underway, or while young children play. 
The Cambria quartz countertops combine superior performance and beauty – the safest 
stone surface for food preparation and no need to reseal. 
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The Half Bath powder room has a mirrored medicine cabinet, heated floors, and Walker 
Zanger designer tile on the backsplash. 
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The Stateroom features our exclusive adjustable king sized bed with a large storage drawer 
underneath, as well as lots of closet space, a stacked washer & dryer, and his & hers 
hampers. 
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The Stateroom’s 47” HDTV and Yamaha home theater with BluRay, HD DirecTV, and 
AppleTV make movie nights a delight.  
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The spacious Master Bath has a large shower in designer Walker Zanger tile with a rain 
shower head, shower wand, bench with lights for shaving, and an architectural glass 
enclosure with integrated towel hangers. The tile floors feature electric radiant heat to keep 
your feet toasty warm. 
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The Master Bath vanity features custom antique tile backsplash. There is a full-length 
hanging closet to the left of the vanity, and the drawers in the vanity are on our proprietary 
central locking system to keep them secure while traveling. 
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The Cockpit area has everything the driver might need, right at his fingertips. The large 
touchscreen to the right features our exclusive photo interface for whole-house systems 
control, and can also display the camera systems or video feed (when stationary). There is 
also touch screen GPS, Bluetooth, Sirius XM Radio, iPod connection, HD radio, CD, and DVD 
for entertainment, and a separate connected screen for the copilot. 
 
 


